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Introduction
In 2004 the ATLAS collaboration embarked on a Combined Test Beam (CTB) campaign, where a full slice of the barrel detector was exposed to particle beams (electrons, pions, muons, protons and photons) of energy ranging from 1 to 350 GeV. The main goals of this campaign were to study the detector performance in a controlled environment, to validate the description of the data by the Monte-Carlo (MC) simulation and to perform combined studies in a setup close to that of ATLAS (e.g. studies using the inner tracker with electromagnetic and hadronic calorimetry). One of these combined studies focuses on photon reconstruction. In the specific beam setup used for this study, photons were produced via Bremsstrahlung from 180 GeV electrons incident on a thin target upstream of the experimental apparatus. The goal of these runs was to study the reconstruction of converted and unconverted photons with and without magnetic field.
In ATLAS the photon energy is measured with the Liquid Argon (LAr) electromagnetic calorimeter [1] . The significant amount of material upstream of the LAr calorimeter (due to the tracker, services, cryostat etc., amounting to an average of ∼ 4X 0 in the pseudorapidity range −2.5 < η < 2.5) necessitates a photon energy calibration which is different from the electron calibration in ATLAS [2] . This particle specific calibration is currently based on MC relying on the best knowledge of the amount of material upstream of the calorimeter. Photon calibration is a challenging task given that converted photons require different calibration from unconverted ones. Converted photons are those which convert in or upstream of the TRT tracker, while unconverted photons are those which arrive at the LAr cryostat without creating an e + e − pair. The identification of conversions by means of the inner tracker becomes thus a necessary step in the photon calibration. Both the reconstruction of converted photons and a careful calibration of the calorimeter response for photons are of great importance for physics measurements involving photons in their final state, e.g. the decay of the Higgs boson into two photons.
Several aspects of the photon beam analysis are presented in this note. By exploiting the full inner detector capabilities combined with the LAr calorimeter, the study of the reconstruction of photon conversions is performed. In addition, the difference in the reconstructed energy using the LAr calorimeter for e + e − pairs (from converted photons) and unconverted photons of the same energy is investigated. Finally the use of the converted photons for an estimation of the amount of the material in the different pixel layers is studied. The detector layout is described in section 2, whereas the simulation of the experimental setup is discussed in section 3. Section 4 deals with the global event reconstruction and selection for further analysis. The reconstruction of converted photons contained in the same LAr cluster and unconverted photons, is presented in section 5. A detailed comparison of the response of the calorimeter to converted and unconverted photons is given, together with the systematic uncertainties of the analysis. The converted photon reconstruction is presented in section 6 and its application to evaluating the amount of material in the tracker in section 7 together with a study of the corresponding systematic uncertainties .
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2 Experimental setup
The H8 SPS beam line
The H8 beam line in the North Area of CERN provides secondary and tertiary beams of hadrons, electrons or muons with energies from 1 to 350 GeV for the ATLAS test beam [3] . For this test beam, the secondary beam is produced by a proton beam with energies up to 400 GeV, extracted from the Super Proton Synchrotron. The protons impinge on the primary target (T4) producing showers of secondary particles from which the secondary beams are extracted. The creation of tertiary beams is handled by placing a second target 130m downstream of the primary target.
The H8 beam line consists of a number of quadrupole and dipole magnets, for focusing and bending the particle trajectories, and for defining the particle momentum by controlling the magnet currents. A large spectrometer constructed of six standard dipole magnets is used for the momentum definition.
The CTB reference system
The reference system is defined to be as consistent as possible with the ATLAS reference system. The (x, y, z) coordinates are defined as follows:
• x-axis along the H8-beam;
• y-axis vertically upwards;
• z-axis horizontally;
• x = y = z = 0 on the nominal axis of the H8-beam, at the front surface of the CTB magnet used to emulate the ATLAS solenoidal magnetic field (MBPS).
The CTB magnet is a dipole providing a magnetic field of 1.4 Tesla over a length of 1.5 m resulting in the deflection of positively charged particles along positive y. Therefore, the y and z measurements in the CTB setup correspond to the φ and η measurements in ATLAS.
Photon beam line
As illustrated in figure 1 , the secondary 180 GeV positron beam impinges on the Pb target at x = −27500 mm, where in turn Bremsstrahlung photons are emitted. Downstream, there are two-magnet systems MBPL12 (1.5 T) and MBPL13 (1.35 T), located at x = −11702 mm and x = −15500 mm respectively. The magnets are used to separate the primary positron from the radiated photon. The first magnet separates the positron from the photon in the z direction, while the second one deflects it in the y direction. The separation changes by applying different magnetic fields. Each magnet has a maximum bending power of 3.8 Tm. Positrons are triggered by a small scintillator (8x8 mm 2 ), placed at x = −1675 mm, which determines therefore the position, i.e. the momentum, of the outgoing positron. This has a mean value of about 120 GeV with a 10 GeV spread coming from the spread of the incident positron position and the width of the scintillator. Given that both positrons and photons lose energy as they traverse material -0.66 X 0 and 0.51 X 0 respectively -before hitting the LAr Calorimeter, it is essential to accurately account for the total amount of material along the beam line (see table 1 ).
-3 - The photon runs can be divided into two main categories depending on whether the B-field is on or not. In the second case the silicon trackers have been removed from the beam line. In this paper results from runs with the B-field on are presented, while the B-field off runs are used for studying various systematic effects.
The detectors
The entire volume of the test beam setup (see figure 3 ) has been designed to include all subdetectors in addition to the pre-existing beam line elements. Exact coordinates for each subdetector can be found in [4] . The relevant detectors for the measurements presented in this paper are the tracker, which consists of three sub-systems, the pixel, the silicon strips tracker (SCT) and the transition radiation tracker (TRT) (see figure 2) , and the calorimeter.
The pixel detector consists of three layers (Pixel B, Pixel 1 and 2). Each layer has two modules, and each module has an active size of z × y = 60.8 × 16.4 mm 2 . Each module is positioned at an angle of 20 • and with superposition of the two modules in Layer 1 and 2 of 0.2 mm. For the photon runs, a thin copper foil was placed at a distance of 77 mm upstream from the front of the pixel box. It is 37 µm in thickness corresponding to 0.25 X 0 in radiation lengths with transverse dimensions of 55 × 105 mm. It provides a reference point for the material measurement described in section 7.
The SCT detector consists of 4 layers with 2 modules per layer, each module covering an area z × y = 120 × 60 mm 2 . There is a 4 mm overlap between the upper and lower modules in the layer. The two middle modules are centered vertically with respect to the beam axis, while the first and -4 - last ones are offset in y by −5 mm and +5 mm respectively. Everything is enclosed within a box of dx = 330 mm, dy = 300 mm and dz = 200 mm, and the box starts from x = 347 mm. The front silicon side of the lower module in the third SCT layer was not operational.
The TRT detector is made of two barrel wedges. Each barrel wedge is equivalent to 1/16 of the circumference of a cylinder, with inner radius of 558 mm and outer radius of 1080 mm and overall length of 1425.5 mm. The center of the cylindrical wedge is located at x = 1152 mm, z = 550 mm, while its y position is located at −8 mm for the photon runs. Its angular extent, including the support structures, is ∆φ = 28.125 • , starting at φ = −17.375 • . One TRT barrel wedge consists of three modules.
The distance in ATLAS between the last SCT layer and the first TRT plane is 40 mm, while in the Combined Test Beam layout it is increased to ≈ 1114 mm, leaving a clearance of about 345 mm between the magnet coils and the TRT support structure.
Both the SCT and pixel modules are placed inside a permanent dipole magnet called the MBPS magnet that generates the magnetic field necessary for the track reconstruction. Due to space considerations, the TRT module is kept outside.
The calorimeter is positioned after the TRT sub-detector. Module 0 of the Liquid Argon (LAr) electromagnetic barrel calorimeter is placed inside a cryostat. Due to the large size and shape of the -5 - cryostat, an argon excluder (a block of Rohacell 1 ) was installed in front of the module to minimize the amount of passive material just in front of the EM calorimeter. Its total thickness is greater than 22 radiation lengths (X 0 ) in the barrel. The calorimeter, being of accordion shape, is segmented into three longitudinal sections called layers ("front" or "strips", "middle" and "back"). The calorimeter is preceded by a presampler device. The granularity of the calorimeter and presampler (cell size) is described in table 2 [2] . Behind the back wall of the cryostat, three hadronic calorimeter modules are stacked. These are iron scintillating tile sampling calorimeters. All calorimeter modules (82 tons) are placed perpendicular to the beam line and are supported on a rotating table. The table rotates about the vertical axis and translates along the z (horizontal) axis. These two motions allow for the simulation of different impact points in η. The table, however, cannot be rotated in φ , therefore, to simulate different impact points in φ a deflecting magnetic field is needed. 
Monte Carlo simulation of the test beam setup
One of the most challenging aspects of the analysis reported here, is the Monte Carlo simulation of the photon run. This section describes the necessary steps for the production of the Monte Carlo samples using the ATLAS software framework for the photon runs, as well as the needed corrections applied to the Monte Carlo in order to obtain as close as possible a description of the data.
Particle generation
At the particle generator level, one can determine the type of particle to be generated, its energy, the calorimeter coordinates, the beam spot as well as the starting point of the beam. The particles, are then sent to Geant4 [5] for a complete detector simulation. Geant4 uses Monte Carlo methods to simulate the physics processes when particles pass through matter. For a detailed description of the CTB experimental setup in Geant4 see [6] .
In the case of the photon runs, the photon beam is created from an original positron beam with nominal energy of 180 GeV. This results to two correlated particles (a positron and a photon) being present, whose momentum spectra are not monochromatic and which for each event add up to the nominal original beam energy. Therefore, to properly simulate this configuration, the particle generator is modified in order to be able to handle two particles with known energy spectra. The photon spectrum is derived from the data using triggered unconverted photons and reconstructing the cluster energy as described in [4] without any corrections applied. This spectrum is then parametrized and its functional form is fed into the particle generator. During successive iterations the input photon spectrum to the particle generator is adjusted so that the agreement of the reconstructed photon spectrum between the data and the simulation is good. In figure 4 such a measured photon spectrum is shown. Also shown is the functional form used as an input to the particle generator and the resulting reconstructed energy spectrum after the simulation. The small bump present in the data at ∼ 30 GeV is due to secondary photons due to bremsstrahlung losses of the primary high energy positron upstream of the tracker. Finally the corresponding positron energy is determined by subtracting the photon energy from the original positron beam nominal energy.
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Beam conditions
To ensure optimal agreement between the simulation and the collected data, the beam conditions, such as the profile and the divergence of the produced photon beam, need to be properly estimated. This is done by using the track parameters at the perigee of the converted photons reconstructed in the silicon tracker. The perigee is a reference point located at the entrance of the bending magnet enveloping the silicon tracker (MBPS). Since the photon beam conditions using converted photons can only be derived from the data at a location right in front of the MBPS magnet, the origin of the photon beam in the simulation is placed 1.1 m in front of it. All the upstream material that the photons should have traversed up to this point,is then condensed into an aluminum block with an equivalent thickness of 13% of a radiation length positioned 1 m in front of the MBPS magnet.
The original positrons on the other hand are created much earlier at -27.5 m allowing them to pass through the upstream bending magnets and deflected away from the photon beam. The simulation of the beam profiles of both the original positrons and the photons ensures that the two beams traverse the CTB line and impact the electromagnetic calorimeter realistically reproducing the data behavior. The parameters used by the simulation for the runs with the MBPS magnet enveloping the silicon tracker turned on, are listed in table 3.
Digitization
The output of the Geant4 simulation needs to be digitized before it can be reconstructed. Digitization is a process whereby the output of the detector simulation called hits is converted to a raw-data format. This stage emulates the effects of the readout chain such as electronic noise and cross-talk. The file obtained during the digitization can then be processed by the reconstruction software.
Event reconstruction and selection
In this section a summary of the inner tracker and LAr calorimeter reconstruction algorithms relevant to the photon reconstruction is presented.
Data sample
For the work presented in this paper, only runs with an incoming photon beam and with magnetic field on are presented. For these runs the silicon tracker is present in the beam line and the magnetic field is at its nominal value. They amount to ∼300000 events.
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Track reconstruction
In order to properly identify photon conversions a dedicated track reconstruction sequence has been implemented and adapted to the specific geometry of the CTB setup. The standard tracking method used is the so-called Inside − Out tracking. The name stems from the fact that the track reconstruction starts from the silicon tracker and progresses towards the TRT tracker. First a silicon track segment is reconstructed starting from the largest number of silicon (both pixel and SCT) hits that fall into a line (straight line when the magnetic field is off, a circle when on). Fast fits are performed to determine which of these hits will be retained starting from the first three silicon hits and then gradually adding more. This substantially reduces the combinatorics without any loss in efficiency. As soon as the silicon track segment has been formed in this manner, TRT extensions are added to it assuming that the track stays within the fiducial acceptance of the TRT detector. The final track parameters are then determined by a global χ 2 minimization of the residuals (defined as the difference between the measurement position and the one predicted by the track) and their errors. For more details see [7] . The Inside − Out tracking is very efficient in reconstructing tracks in particularly busy environments since the high granularity of the silicon trackers can provide the necessary resolution for recovering the track-hit pattern. However, this algorithm is limited to reconstructing tracks that originate in the pixels or the first SCT layer, since a minimum of seven silicon hits are required for a track in order to be reconstructed. To remedy for this, a complementary algorithm aiming at reconstructing primarily tracks from secondary particles, such as those originating from photon conversions, is also used. This will be referred to as the Back-tracking algorithm. Here track segments are first reconstructed inside the TRT tracker. The reconstructed TRT track segments are then extrapolated backwards towards the silicon tracker. Silicon space-point seeds are then searched for in the three SCT layers closest to the TRT. A minimum of two space-points is required in this case. After the space-point seed formation additional hits are then added layer-by-layer and the track parameters are computed using the Kalman-filter formalism [8] . The track parameters are updated after every successive hit has been added and outliers are immediately eliminated through their large contribution to the χ 2 of the track fit. For more details on the Back-tracking reconstruction algorithm and on how the tracks are used afterwards for the reconstruction of photon conversions in the ATLAS tracker, see [9] .
Finally, the tracks reconstructed by the two algorithms are combined and any overlap between the resulting track collections is removed as explained in more detail in section 6.1. This then constitutes the final track collection to be used for reconstructing photon conversions inside the tracker.
Cluster reconstruction in the LAr calorimeter
A cluster in the LAr calorimeter is formed by a group of cells. A simple projective cone algorithm is used to collect the cell energies in clusters (see [4] and references therein). Starting from cells in the middle layer, the most energetic cell is taken as the seed of the cluster and a fixed window ∆η × ∆φ = 0.075× 0.125 (corresponding to 3× 5 middle cells) is built around the seed. The choice of the cluster size is a compromise between electronic noise and shower energy containment. The size along η is consistent with the Moliere radius of an EM shower in the calorimeter, while the larger size along φ is chosen in order to contain the conversion electrons separated by no more than half a cell while entering the calorimeter. A geometrical projection is then made to the other layers -9 -of the calorimeter. The total cluster energy is obtained from the sum of the energy deposits in each layer of the cluster. For the analysis reported here, no cluster energy corrections were applied in contrast to [4] and [10] .
Event selection
After the reconstruction of tracks and clusters, events can then be selected by exploiting their characteristics. The selected events fall into two complementary categories according to the aim of the final analysis. The first category includes events with two well separated clusters of size η × φ = 3×5 in the LAr calorimeter. One cluster corresponds to the photon with an approximate energy of 60 GeV (converted or unconverted) and the other to the primary positron with energy ≃ 120 GeV. The second category involves events with 3 clusters corresponding to the well separated e + e − conversion pair and the high energy positron. Further event selection involves examining the characteristics of the reconstructed TRT track segments. Those produced by electrons from photon conversions tend to cluster closer to the central region along the vertical direction of the TRT volume. In contrast to conversions, the original positron having been deflected upwards in order to avoid the silicon tracker, will reach the TRT detector at a much higher position. TRT track segments that point towards the center of the silicon tracker when extrapolated backwards, should therefore belong to converted photons, whereas the ones pointing higher missing the silicon tracker altogether, should be due to the original positron. Figure 5 shows the distributions of the vertical y-positions after a straight line extrapolation to the center of curvature of the TRT barrel wedge of the observed TRT track segments located downstream of the last silicon tracker layer outside the MBPSID magnet. The charge can be defined by looking at the segment slopes during the extrapolation and the positively charged tracks are plotted separately in the same figure. As expected, the TRT track segments due to the original positron are indeed characterized by higher vertical displacements. Events for both analysis categories can therefore be selected by requiring the tracks from the photon conversions to be closer to the TRT central vertical region as figure 5 suggests. The larger separation of the converted photon tracks in the simulation plot (left) as compared to that in the data is largely due to the TRT detector misplacement along the beam line (x-axis) with respect to the silicon sub-systems in the tracker. This is primarily due to the fact that the TRT was outside the tracker magnetic field making it thus difficult to identify shifts along the beam axis. The larger number of tracks on the data side characterized by large positive displacements from the TRT central vertical region as compared to the simulation, is due to the fact that the original positron traverses in reality a larger amount of material upstream of the tracker than that introduced in the simulation. This results in larger track activity, due for example to secondary tracks from electromagnetic showers. This discrepancy does not in any way affect the converted photon analysis presented in section 6. To ensure an even cleaner photon sample selection, an additional requirement is that there be no tracks outside the central TRT region. These stringent selection criteria do not exclude the possibility of very asymmetric conversions where the electron/positron with the lower energy is swept out of the TRT detector acceptance. From simulation studies it is expected that these events account for less than 0.4% in the overall selected sample; thus rendering their impact negligible.
The events in the first category are used for the the measurement of the small difference in the calorimeter response expected between converted and unconverted photon energy depositions. This procedure is described in detail in section 5. The events in the second category are used to study -10 - the reconstruction of converted photons in the first tracker layers (pixels) with the main goal of estimating the amount of material in front of the calorimeter. This is presented in detail in section 6.
Comparison of calorimeter response for converted and unconverted photons
The main goal of the analysis presented in this section is to study the differences of the calorimetric response to photons that have not converted inside or before the TRT, to photons that have converted. Differences are expected in the presampler and the three layers of the calorimeter due to the early commencement of the shower in the case of a conversion. In addition, the total energy (the sum of the energy in the four LAr compartments) is also expected to exhibit a difference. This difference is not only due to the additional energy loss in the upstream material in the case of a conversion, but also due to the drop of the effective sampling fraction in the calorimeter as a result of the early showering [10] .
These variations in calorimetric response between converted and unconverted photons reported here, and their subsequent agreement with MC, support the use of distinct calibrations for electrons and photons applied in ATLAS.
Single photon cluster selection
In this work results from photon runs in the first category with two clusters and B-field on are presented. These runs provide a particular topology for most events as can be seen in the schematic of figure 6 . In order to proceed with the study, events with the separation shown in figure 6 are selected. The selection criteria imposed in this work are described in table 4.
Calorimeter response to photons contained within a single cluster
The presence of material upstream of the LAr calorimeter complicates the photon reconstruction since a 25% of the photons convert before reaching the cryostat. The CTB provides us with the opportunity to study the response of the LAr calorimeter with the presence of magnetic field in the -11 - silicon tracker region. For the final analysis the separation between converted and unconverted photons is performed using the TRT. For the identification of converted photons the following selection is applied:
• At least one TRT track in the photon path.
• One TRT track in the primary positron path or number of high level (HL) charge threshold hits in the TRT greater than zero. This cut is necessary in order to 'tag' the positron.
• No TRT tracks outside the photon/positron paths.
For the identification of unconverted photons the following selection is applied:
• No TRT tracks in the photon path.
• No HL hits in the photon path.
• At least one TRT track in the primary positron path or number of HL hits greater than zero.
The efficiency of the TRT-based selection was confirmed by performing a simulation and comparing the calorimetric distributions of true converted and unconverted photons with the corresponding -12 -2011 JINST 6 P04001 distributions obtained when the TRT was used for the tagging. The comparison showed that the TRT can separate the two photon populations very efficiently (99.5% of the converted photons are tagged by the TRT) thus effectively removing any systematic effect coming from the TRT tagging.
Figures 7 and 8 show the four layer energy distributions for data (bullets) and MC (histograms) for unconverted and converted photons respectively. The observed agreement between the data and the Monte-Carlo for both samples indicates an accurate description of the material by the simulation. Figure 9 compares directly for the data the layer energy distributions for converted and unconverted photons. A clear discrimination in the longitudinal shower development is observed: photons which convert before the beginning of the TRT develop an earlier shower, thus depositing more energy in the presampler and strip layer of the calorimeter.
In figure 10 the sum of the energies of the four layers of the positron and photon clusters (i.e. the total cluster energy) is presented for converted and unconverted photons. Given that the positrons remain unaffected by the conversion/no-conversion separation, the shift in the energy measured in the calorimeter can be seen either in the photon total energy distribution or in the total combined photon and positron energy (see figure 10 ).
The differences between converted and unconverted photons in the total cluster energy, defined here as the sum of the raw energies of all cells in the cluster, can be expressed in terms of a -13 -2011 JINST 6 P04001 
The ratio R is a useful measure of how well the MC describes the data. This is shown in table 5 using two methods. The first method uses the sum of the energy of the two clusters for the two types of events, and attributes the measured energy difference to the energy difference between converted and uncoverted photons. The second method uses only the energy of the photon cluster. A problem with the latter is that although the initial beam energy is fixed, the photon cluster energy is not monochromatic leading to difficulties in the fitting procedure. This is reflected in the larger statistical uncertainty systematic, dominated by uncertainties in the fit. In the data a fractional shift of 1-1.5% is observed consistent with the prediction of the MC simulation.
-14 - Figure 9 . Energy distributions in the four layers of the calorimeter for a data run with the magnetic field on. The separation between converted (bullets) and unconverted (histogram) photons using the TRT is shown. A clear discrimination in the longitudinal shower development is observed: photons which convert up to the TRT develop an earlier shower, thus depositing more energy in the presampler and first sampling of the calorimeter, and less energy in the middle and back samplings.
Systematic uncertainties on the fractional energy difference
A comprehensive list of the systematic uncertainties is given below along with their calculation method and their values. Variations of analysis cuts and correction factors have been applied in order to get an estimate of the uncertainties. Their effect on the energy scale difference has also been computed and tabulated. The effect of uncertainties in the amount of material upstream of the calorimeter has also been studied. The most important sources of systematic uncertainties are:
• Beam absolute energy scale: The nominal positron beam energy in the region of 180 GeV has an uncertainty of 0.5-0.7% [4] . To test possible systematic effects of this uncertainty the incident positron energy scale was varied by ±1%. The overall effect on the ratio R is less than 0.05% since this uncertainty affects both samples in the same way.
• Presampler uncertainty (MC only): Uncertainties in the knowledge of the absolute energy response in the presampler are of order 6% and may also affect the ratio R. A conservative 10% variation of the presampler energy response in the MC results in a 0.1% uncertainty on the ratio R.
• Cross-talk effects in the LAr calorimeter: They are measured by pulsing cells and measuring the induced signal to neighboring cells. Corrections to the responses of the cells are then -15 - implemented in the MC simulation. The impact of such cross-talk effects to the ratio R can be studied by varying the level of cross-talk in the simulation. The largest effects are due to uncertainties in the inter-strip cross-talk correction which can lead to variations of 1% in the strip layer energy response. The induced systematic uncertainty on the ratio R is less than 0.04%.
• Upstream material: Uncertainties in the knowledge of the amount of material upstream of the CTB experimental setup may also impact the ratio R. This was studied by running the full analysis after varying the amount of material upstream, from 0 to 20% X 0 . Even such large a variation did not produce a significant change on the ratio R. Table 6 summarizes the systematic uncertainties on the fractional shift R of the cluster energy for converted photons. The total systematic uncertainty is no more than 0.15%.
In summary, the obtained values of the ratio R are in good agreement with MC expectations. The fact that R =0 is the main reason for providing specific calibrations for electrons, unconverted and converted photons within the ATLAS electron-photon reconstruction software.
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Reconstruction of converted photon vertices
A large fraction of the beam photons will convert as they traverse the silicon tracker. The two tracks from the emitted e + e − pair can then be used to reconstruct the conversion vertices. For the studies presented in this section only photons that convert in the pixel tracker will be considered. This allows for the produced tracks to have a sufficient number of precision silicon hits for their track parameters to be accurately computed. This in turn results in a much higher precision for the reconstructed vertex position. Since the number of converted photons is directly correlated to the amount of material inside the silicon tracker, they can be used for mapping the material of the pixel tracker. This procedure is described in the following section.
Tracks used in the photon conversion reconstruction
For reconstructing the converted photon vertices, all tracks delivered by the two tracking algorithms described in section 4.2 are used. In order to remove tracks reconstructed by both algorithms, tracks found by the Back-tracking algorithm are removed if they share more than 3 silicon hits with any of the tracks from the Inside − Out tracking algorithm. About 80 % of the events have at least two tracks. Events with more than two tracks contain secondary conversions by Bremsstrahlung photons inside the silicon tracker. Events with less than two tracks contain photons that convert late inside the tracker, i.e. later than the second SCT layer (late conversions). The reconstruction of tracks from the late photon conversions is more challenging due to the reduced number of available precision hits and are not considered further here.
Converted photon event selection
Clean photon events are initially selected by requiring the total photon energy deposited in the LAr calorimeter to be E > 42 GeV, (6.1)
-17 -where E is the total reconstructed photon energy in the LAr Calorimeter. In addition, events with unconverted and late converted photons are removed by requiring at least one reconstructed track in the TRT and one reconstructed space-point in the SCT.
Events are further selected by examining the number of straw hits that the reconstructed TRT tracks in each event contain. A TRT track produced by an electron from a photon conversion contains, on average, 35 hits. On the other hand, the primary positron is steered by the bending magnets to almost miss the transition radiation tracker. As a result its TRT track segment will contain very few hits. In order to select TRT tracks originating from a photon converted inside the silicon tracker, the following condition is then applied:
Finally, events are also selected by examining the pointing of the TRT track segments when they are extrapolated backwards to the silicon tracker as discussed in section 4.4. In order to eliminate the TRT tracks due to the primary positron, those with positive charge should satisfy the following requirement: y TRT center < 20 mm (6.5) where y TRT center is the y position at the center of the TRT cylindrical wedge. Table 7 shows the photon events classified according to the number of TRT tracks that pass the above selection criteria (designated as good TRT tracks) for both data and simulation. After pre-selection, 16 % and 17 % of the reconstructed simulation and data events remain, respectively. As it can be seen in this table, one or two TRT tracks are missing in about 37 % and 52 % of the simulation and data events, respectively. Events with no good TRT tracks correspond to those with unconverted photons or to those with converted photons that failed the directionality criterion in eq. 6.5. The significant discrepancy between the data and the simulation is due to the actual nature of the simulated photon beam. Although its energy spectrum and direction are derived from the data, they are based on converted photons that have essentially passed the above selection criteria, since these are the only photons that can be efficiently reconstructed. Stray photons, that may result in certain cases in electromagnetic shower bursts, have been omitted. As a result, the simulated photon beam is much cleaner than that in reality and hence the lower number of events with no good TRT tracks. The reverse is seen in the case of events that have two or more good TRT tracks, which account for 63 % and 48 % of the total simulation and data samples, respectively. This category includes conversion events from non-primary photons, i.e. Bremsstrahlung photons from the primary positron upstream of the MBPS magnet or secondary photon conversions from inside the tracker. As a result, two reconstructed good TRT tracks do not always match an e + e − pair from the primary photon conversion in the truth information. In the results presented below only events with two or more good TRT tracks are used.
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Tracking efficiency and purity
The tracking efficiency and purity are estimated from the simulation by examining the reconstructed tracks that are assigned to converted photons inside the tracker. Both reconstructed tracks are required to correspond to a true e + e − pair that originates from the same true primary photon that converts inside the silicon tracker. The efficiency (E Trk ) to reconstruct the conversion tracks as well as the purity (P Trk ) of the reconstructed track sample as a function of the silicon tracker layers that they originate from, can be defined as, If an event has more than two reconstructed tracks, the number of reconstructed tracks is set to two. Figure 11 shows the tracking efficiency in each silicon layer both for tracks reconstructed by the Inside − Out algorithm only and for the combined tracks. For early conversions occurring in the pixel layers, the efficiencies are ∼ 90 % with the Inside − Out tracking method. On the other hand, as expected, they are lower in the case of late conversions due to the lack of sufficient number of hits to reconstruct those tracks using this method. In addition, given that the tracks from late conversions are very close to each other, only one track is usually observed for these events by the Inside − Out track reconstruction method. If both the Inside − Out and Back-tracking methods are applied, the tracking efficiency increases substantially for the late conversions. Figure 12 shows the purity when both tracking methods are used as a function of the position of the conversion vertex. The purity, except for the last layer of the SCT, is ∼ 90 %. The degradation of the purity in the last SCT layer is mostly due to the increased presence of tracks from secondary (i.e. Bremsstrahlung) photon conversions.
Vertex reconstruction
In order to reconstruct photon conversion vertices the V KalV rt algorithm is used [11] . This is suitable for the reconstruction of any vertex type, be it primary or secondary. Based on the Kalman--19 - filter method, it allows the setting of many constraints such as mass and opening angle between the two tracks at the vertex. The input to the vertex fitter consists of a pair of tracks with opposite charge. For events with more than two tracks, the best combination is selected, determined by the distance of minimum approach of the two tracks.
For optimal results the V KalV rt vertex fitter is called twice. First an initial vertex fit is performed without applying any constraints, in order to obtain a rough estimate of the conversion vertex position. This is then used as an input to the second vertex fit iteration where, in addition, an angular constraint is applied. This is based on the fact that the e + e − pair tracks are emerging parallel to each other at the vertex point being the decay products of a massless particle. This translates to an angular constraint ∆φ = ∆θ = 0 applied directly on the parameters of the two tracks considered resulting in an improved reconstructed vertex position resolution.
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Vertex reconstruction efficiency and purity
The efficiency (E vertex ) and purity (P vertex ) of the vertex reconstruction are determined using the simulation. They are defined as follows:
Number of events with ≥ 1 reconstructed vertex in layer i Number of events with two truth-matched tracks , (6.8)
Number of events with a truth-matched conversion vertex in layer i Number of events with ≥ 1 reconstructed vertex , (6.9) Figure 13 shows the vertex reconstruction efficiencies, both with and without the angular constraint, for each silicon tracker layer. As shown in figure 14 , the purities are above 90 % except for the last three SCT layers. Again, as in the case of the track reconstruction, this is due to the presence of tracks from secondary photon conversions resulting in an increase of the combinatorial background. Figure 15 shows the resolution of the x-position of the reconstructed vertices in the MC. The mean is offset by 6.5 mm due to biases during the vertex reconstruction when the two tracks share one or more of their silicon clusters closest to the conversion vertex. The reconstructed vertex position resolution is ∼ 7.5 mm, fairly constant in the three pixel tracker layers relevant for the analysis presented here and significantly smaller to the clearances between the layers of the pixel and the SCT detectors of ∼ 35 mm and ∼ 70 mm, respectively. This allows for the observation of the structure of the individual silicon tracker layers. No corrections due to Bremsstrahlung losses on the reconstructed converted photon electron tracks have been applied. This results to the tail seen on the positive side of the reconstructed conversion vertex x-position resolution distribution in figure 15. Electrons from converted photons that have lost part of their energy due to bremsstrahlung effects, will bend more inside the magnetic field enveloping the tracker and will result therefore in the reconstructed conversion vertex position to be at larger values than it would have had otherwise. The tail on the negative side of the same distribution is due to the mis-reconstruction of conversion vertices where at least one of the participating tracks has missed one or more silicon hits. The effect is more pronounced the closer the missed silicon hits are to the reconstructed vertex position.
Conversion reconstruction efficiency
Not all reconstructed vertices correspond to converted primary photons. For example, electron tracks from secondary converted photons originating from Bremsstrahlung losses of the electrons from the primary converted photon, will produce some combinatorial background. The conversion reconstruction efficiency (E Conv ) is again estimated using the simulation and refers to correctly reconstructed conversion vertices where both e + e − -pair tracks are truth matched to the electrons produced from the primary converted photon. This can be expressed as:
Number of events with a truth-matched conversion vertex in layer i Number of events with photon conversions in layer i . (6.10) Figure 16 shows the conversion reconstruction efficiency as defined above. The efficiency is higher for early conversions than for late ones, as expected. This is due to the lower reconstruction efficiency of tracks originating late inside the silicon tracker because of the limited number of available silicon hits.
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Inner detector material estimation using photon conversions
The number of photon conversions is directly related to the amount of material in the tracker traversed by the beam photons. One can therefore use this information in order to estimate the amount of the material in the tracker, including passive material. This is extremely important since it directly relates to the quality of the electromagnetic calorimeter calibration and hence to the precision of its energy resolution. Appreciable effects can already be seen with 10%X 0 additional material in the tracker. The CTB experimental setup provides the opportunity of testing the possibility of using the conversion photons to measure the material in the tracker. Only an estimation of the material in the three pixel layers is made, due to the limited number of available converted photon statistics in the other layers. In order to reduce the uncertainties due to the number of incoming beam photons, a ratio of the estimated material in each pixel layer can be formed with respect to a reference volume where the material is well measured independently. In the CTB case this is provided by the copper foil placed 77 mm in front of the first pixel layer. Its thickness has been measured to be 37 µm. In the following, the estimation of the material in the copper foil and the three pixel layers is discussed in detail together with the corresponding statistical and systematic uncertainties. The small number of reconstructed photon conversions in the copper foil, does limit the overall precision that can be achieved by the CTB measurement to levels much higher than those desired for the precise energy calibration of the electromagnetic calorimeter, as it will be seen in the following sections. In the LHC collision environment this will not be the case due to the abundance of converted photons from π 0 or η decays in the minimum bias events. There a statistical precision of < 2% will be reached already with the first pb −1 of data and the measurement of the tracker material can be expanded to layers beyond those of the pixel system.
Description of the method
The amount of material (M) is measured by using the fraction of the photon conversions (F conv ) in a layer. The conversion fraction F conv is computed by the following expression;
F conv = Number of expected true conversions per layer in data Number of all incoming photons to the layer
where N Data rec is the number of reconstructed conversions on a specific detector layer, and N Data allγ is the number of analyzed photons (in this analysis 308867 events where one event corresponds to one beam photon). Furthermore M up is the total amount of the material upstream of each layer under consideration. Finally, P MC is the correction factor due to background contamination, and A MC is the correction to the signal vertices due to reconstruction inefficiencies. Both factors are estimated from the simulation.
P
MC (i) = Number of vertices generated and reconstructed in layer i Number of vertices reconstructed in layer i ,
3)
A MC (i) = Number of vertices generated and reconstructed in layer i Number of vertices generated in layer i .
These correction factors will be described in more detail in section 7.2.1.
Number of reconstructed vertices
The distribution of the reconstructed conversion vertex positions for the full data sample is shown in figure 17 . The structure of the pixel tracker is clearly visible becoming more difficult to resolve at larger distances due to the lower tracking efficiency. The small bump in front of the first pixel layer at ∼ 77 mm, corresponds to the copper foil that was placed there. In order to count the number of reconstructed vertices in each layer, we need to determine the signal region. In figures 18 and 19, the vertex position distributions, in both the data and the simulation, are shown centered around -24 -the copper foil and the pixel tracker area respectively. The small shoulder in front of the first pixel layer is due to the support box of the pixel tracker assembly. The corresponding vertex distributions for the data and the simulation are fitted with a function defined as follows,
The above function matches well all of the distributions. The signal regions for the copper and for each pixel layer are then defined as the ones between the minima of the fit function. These are x = 65 − 90 mm for the copper, and x = 180 − 215 mm, x = 215 − 250 mm and x = 250 − 290 mm for each of the three pixel layers. In the case of the simulation the hatched histograms and the dashed histogram show the background contribution in each signal region obtained from the truth. This is due to either vertices wrongly reconstructed at the layer under consideration instead of at the layer immediately upstream, or, less often, to vertices reconstructed by a wrong combination of electron-positron tracks. Conversion vertices reconstructed at the wrong position result from poorly reconstructed tracks which missed at least one precision silicon hit close to the conversion vertex.
Efficiency (A MC ) and background (P MC ) correction per layer
In order to measure the efficiency correction, A MC is separated into three components.
Each component shows the effect of each selection stage; A pre is the efficiency during the preselection and is determined primarily by the geometrical acceptance. E sel represents the efficiency of the vertex reconstruction. Finally, E In is the efficiency for a reconstructed vertex to be within the selected signal region. The above variables are defined as follows:
A pre (i) = Number of generated vertices in layer i that passed the pre-selection Number of generated vertices in layer i , (7.7)
E sel (i) = Number of generated vertices in layer i reconstructed after all selections Number of generated vertices in layer i that passed the pre-selection , (7.8)
Number of generated and reconstructed vertices after all selections in layer i Number of generated vertices in layer i reconstructed after all selections . (7.9) Table 8 shows a list of the correction factors estimated by using the definition of the signal region described in section 7.2. The pre-selection is based on the information from the TRT and the LAr calorimeter as mentioned in section 6.2. A pre is lower for layers farther from the TRT due to the larger probability for a conversion electron to bend in the magnetic field and end up outside of the geometrical acceptance of the detector. Both the background and the efficiency correction factors depend heavily on the definition of the signal region given that the pixel layers are close to each other.
Systematic uncertainties and material estimations
The statistical error is estimated from the final number of reconstructed vertices. The systematic uncertainties in this analysis are due to the geometrical acceptance, the selection procedure, the -25 - of the material on all layers. On the other hand the systematic uncertainties in the definition of the signal region and the background correction are layer-specific and taken to be uncorrelated among the different pixel layers and the copper foil. An additional source of systematic uncertainty is the poorly known incoming photon beam flux. One can use the reconstructed conversion vertices on the well measured copper foil for assigning an overall uncertainty to the material estimation due to the number of the incoming photons. By comparing the number of triggered incoming data photons to the one expected by counting the reconstructed converted photons on the copper foil assuming that we know the amount of material perfectly well, the difference is found to be ∼ 7%. This source of systematic uncertainty is in nature quite similar to the one due to the luminosity -27 - quoted by collider experiments and will affect equally the material estimations on all pixel layers. By taking the ratio of the measured material of the three pixel layers to that of the copper foil one can completely eliminate the uncertainty due to the incoming photon beam flux and dramatically decrease the largely correlated ones due to the geometrical acceptance and the conversion vertex selection. This is also shown in the bottom half of table 9. The final estimations of the amount of the material in the three pixel layers and the copper foil are shown in table 10. The ratio of the measured material in the three pixel layers to the one in the copper foil is also shown. There is good agreement with those from the simulation within the quoted statistical and systematic uncertainties.
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Summary and conclusion
In this paper we have presented the results of the photon studies using the 2004 Combined Test Beam data. This is a combined analysis where both the electromagnetic calorimeter and the tracker data were used to study the response of the ATLAS sub-detectors to both converted and unconverted photons. The CTB data provide us with an excellent test stand for all the photon reconstruction -28 -2011 JINST 6 P04001 algorithms employed in the ATLAS experiment, which due to the lack of any other available data, have been designed, developed and tested using simulated data only. The reconstruction of converted photons inside the ATLAS tracker is of particular importance. Due to the significant amount of material in the ATLAS tracker, on average ∼ 50% of the photons will convert before reaching the cryostat of the electromagnetic calorimeter. Therefore efficient reconstruction of the converted photon signal is of paramount importance for any physics study that contains photons in its final state. We have shown that the existing reconstruction software utilizing the latest developments in both the tracking and the vertex reconstruction can achieve this goal. Clear identification of both converted and unconverted photons is important for the analysis of physics processes with photons as their final signatures since the converted and unconverted photons are characterized by different types of systematic uncertainties and can offer complementary ways in both extracting the signal and rejecting the background [12] .
The identification of converted and unconverted photons using the full capabilities of the Liquid Argon calorimeter with a TRT-based tagging selection, allowed us to perform an accurate measurement of the difference in energy deposition between converted and unconverted photons of the same energy. Irrespective of the location of the conversion, be it early or late, a method has been developed that ensures identification by observing depositions in the presampler and first sampling of the calorimeter. This is possible thanks to the fact that photons converting early present a different longitudinal shower development, i.e. they initiate their showers earlier. While this study will eventually be repeated using the collected ATLAS data, the results presented here are for the moment the only quantitative measurement of the energy deposition difference between converted and unconverted photons. As such it has direct implications both in the energy calibration of the electromagnetic calorimeter and in developing data-driven algorithms for the measurement of the photon identification efficiency.
Of particular interest is also the use of the converted photons for mapping the material of the tracker with direct implications on the calibration scheme of the electromagnetic calorimeter. Among the different methods that have been proposed for estimating the amount of the material, the use of the photon conversions is particularly appealing. Through the reconstruction of the conversion vertex, they can provide in addition the precise location of the existing material. Under the controlled conditions of the Combined Test Beam where clean single photon beams were delivered, the method of using the converted photons to measure the tracker material has been first developed and tested. It is currently being employed for the mapping of the ATLAS tracker material using -29 -the 2010 LHC data. Within the CTB framework, direct comparisons between the data and the expectations from the simulation can be made thus checking on the ability to use converted photons in order to locate the regions in the tracker where discrepancies may exist and correct for them. It has been found that the data agree well with the existing detector description in the simulation within a ∼ 20% overall precision, due both to the rather low statistics and to the large systematic uncertainty stemming primarily from the inability, inherent in the CTB experimental setup, of accurately predicting the number of incoming photons. Both of the above will largely be absent during normal operations in a collision environment, resulting in a much improved material measurement precision. The first data acquired with the LHC beams more than support this last statement.
In conclusion the CTB data enable us to study important experimental aspects of the photon reconstruction. The results of two important applications where photons can be used have been presented. These are of particular interest for a number of on-going analysis efforts exploiting the 2010 data of the ATLAS detector at the LHC.
